Robert Arceci Memorial Fund 2023

$2,500 - $4,999
Anonymous In Memory Of Robert J. Arceci MD,PhD

$1,000 - $2,499
Adams Glantz Charitable Fund In Memory of Dr. Robert Arceci

$500 - $999
Anonymous In Memory Of Thomas Best John Arceci

$1 - $99
Bonnie Johnson In Memory Of Robert Arceci
$2,500 - $4,999
Anonymous In Memory Of Robert J. Arceci MD,PhD

$1,000 - $2,499
Adams Glantz Charitable Fund In Memory of Dr. Robert Arceci

$500 - $999
John Arceci

$100 - $249
Garrett Brodeur In Memory Of Robert Arceci

$1 - $99
Anonymous
$2,500 - $4,999
Anonymous In Memory Of Robert J. Arceci MD,PhD

$1,000 - $2,499
Adams Glantz Charitable Fund In Memory of Robert Arceci, MD

$1 - $99
Amy Calmann In Memory Of Bob Arceci
Juliane Welz
luke mcdermott
Pe’Lumi Bakes LTD
Robert Arceci Memorial Fund 2020

$1,000 - $2,499
Anonymous in memory of Robert J. Arceci, MD, PhD
Dr. Roberta Adams
Thomas Gross MD In Memory Of Robert Arceci

$500 - $999
Anonymous In Memory Of Robert J. Arceci MD, PhD

$100 - $249
Alison Murphy In Honor Of Ryan & Geetha Pinto-Mehm

$1 - $99
Anonymous
Robert Arceci Memorial Fund 2019

$1,000 - $2,499
J.M. Arceci In Memory of Robert J. Arceci, MD, PhD

$500 - $999
Anonymous In Memory of Robert J. Arceci, MD, PhD
Gregory Halligan

$100 - $249
In Memory of Bob On His Birthday!
Robert Arceci Memorial Fund 2018

$1,000 - $2,499
Roberta Adams

$500 - $999
Jean Arceci In Memory of Robert J. Arceci, Md, Phd
Jean Mary Arceci In Memory of Robert J. Arceci, Md Phd

$100 - $249
Geetha Pinto

$1 - $99
Leslie Abrahamson In Memory of Claire Shaw
$1,000–$2,499
Dr. Roberta Adams
Jean M Arceci In Honor and Memory of Robert J Arceci
TJC+C308 Matching Donations! in Honor of Klaus Heiman

$500–$999
Jean M Arceci in Memory of Robert J Arceci
Ms. Lisa Hempel

$250–$499
Brandi G Morandi in Memory of Clayton Repp
Mom & Dad
Mrs. Carol L Callanan-Uhl in Memory of Mrs. Brigetta Adler
Ms. Kathleen Ruddy
The Strohmeyers

$100–$249
Al
Anne, Mike, Emily, Jake, Livvy
Anniee Landman in Memory of Harrison & Johnny Greenberg
Anonymous
Anonymous in Memory of Joan a Reid
Aunt Heidi
Becky Chapman Weaver - in Honor of a Great Man We Miss So Much
Bill Dembinski
Brian Pryor
Catherine Sheridan
Charles Meyers
Corey Dyer
Cynthia Nicosia
Debra Mccowan
Dennis & Carol Dorigan
Dr. E. Anders Kolb
Eileen Rebman in Honor of Klaus Heiman Equinix, Inc.

Hunka Hunka Burnin’ Love
Jennifer Braun
Julie Hooper
Keith D Taylor
Kevin Schaub
Klaus and Family --Thank you for joining our team. Happy 50th Birthday! In Honor Of Klaus and all the kids fighting cancer! Thank you!
Leah Csapo
Linda & Henry Nicholson
Maloney Family
Mark E Adams
Michael J Martinez
Mom & Dad
Mr. Brent S Barton
Mr. Carl W Gardiner in Memory of Tia Garner
Mr. Don H Bevill
Mr. Jeff Tench
Mr. Jonathan Lin
Mr. Kurt Pletcher
Mr. Milind Wagle
Mr. Richard a Piland
Mrs. Saralu T Garland in Honor of Klaus L
Ms. Jennifer L Chatel Rose
Ms. Liza Keung
Ms. Michelle Marra
Ms. Tara Risser Ulm
Raouf Abdel
Sara Baack
Scaled Agile Inc
Scott D Hettema
Silvester Family
Spencer Rebman Family in Honor of Klaus Heiman
Stewart Kleinman
Sue Rafii
The Bennett Family in Honor of Klaus Heiman
The Cerbone Family
The Hinz Group At Re/Max Alliance
Village Coffee Shop
Well Done Spencer!
Thank You

Robert Arceci Memorial Fund 2017

$1–$99
Anna Harper
Anonymous
April and Leila
Aunt Nick & Uncle Aran
Barbara Dorgan
Bill and Darlene Staton
Bob Meyers
Boulder Valley Foot and Ankle Clinic
Brush Family
Carol Huskey in Memory of David Beem
Carrie Roswell
Christy Golden
Chuck and Stephanie Dewayne in Memory of Karol Talbot
Coleman Edmunds
Cyndi and Gregg Summers
Dana Feehan in Memory of Henry Friedler
Debra Maccormac
Dennis & Sue Eversole
Denzel in Memory of Isabella Santos
Dhsa Bishop
Dinkel-Moore Family
Dr. Irene D Combs
Eli Glenn
Elias Sura
Else M Sokol in Honor of Mr. Klaus D H
Equinix, Inc.
Fans of The Heiman Family in Honor of Klaus Dragon
Gpa Jack
Hope Nelson-Roohr
Hudson Family
Husney Family Husney
Jaime Schlomberg
Janice Baczkowski
Janie Lowe in Honor of Klaus Heiman
Jen Lewon
Jennifer Anodide
Jill Anderson in Memory of John Anderson
Jo, Rick, Gianna & Tony Diaz

Jody Mccann
John & Sylvia
Kate Grant
Katharine Nicholson
Kathy M Gondrezick
Katie Vinther
Kay Cee and Daisy D Jacobson
Kay Norby Fial
Klaus Heiman and Family - Thanks for joining our team
    Rex, shaving and making a difference! In Honor Of All
    the kids fighting cancer! Thank you!
Laura Amichetti
Laura Wisner
Leanne Lockhart
Linda Johnson
Linda L Shelton in Honor of Michael Redman
Lisa Wipke
Lonnie & Donna Fortuna in Honor of Klaus Heiman
Mabry Family
Maria Neary
Mark, Tammy, Mia and Max Dailey
Mary Jones
Miss Pamela G Jannison
Miss Stacey R Cowan
Monica Andrews
Mr. Alexander D Deem
Mr. Christopher M Vigil in Memory of Mr. Michael Gaillour
Mr. Dale Goetz
Mr. David D Rose
Mr. Eric C Radvany
Mr. Eric C Schwartz
Mr. George R Strohmeyer
Mr. Karl D Heiman in Memory of Mr. John P Heiman, Sr.
Mr. Paul J Gomulinski in Memory of Jane Gomulinski
Mr. Rolf M Adler
Mr. Ron Kaundart
Mr. Simon Miller
Mr. Steven D Ruane
Mr. Thomas E Linnane in Memory of Mr. Eric Kizer
$1–$99 (continued)
Mr. Timothy Heiman
Mrs. Corinne Rapp
Mrs. Doris K Diaz
Mrs. Gloria K Andrews
Mrs. Liesbeth a Geels
Mrs. Mercedes A. Gitter
Mrs. Michelle C Dubray
Mrs. Moe Verwiel
Mrs. Sheila M Albertson
Mrs. Trisha G Persky
Ms. Allison Yacht
Ms. Christine R Kapp
Ms. Cynthia B Anderson in Honor of Klaus Dragon Heiman
Ms. Denise S Dollar in Memory of Jack Bartosz
Ms. Gene B Edmunds in Honor of Tia Garner
Ms. Heather B Bush
Ms. Kim Geil
Ms. Lynn M Sanders
Ms. Marion Theodore
Ms. Monica Coughlin
Ms. Tanya M Gonzales
Ms. Taunia Penrose
Ms. Violet Prokopek
Nicole C Choe in Memory of Daniel G Carr
Oma & Poppy
P and K Carter
Pam & Jim Buderus
Patty L Gomulinski
Peggy Collins in Honor of Klaus Heiman
Rex H Nicholson
Ruth a Mallory
Sandra Alvstad
Sara Laudini
Sebastian Reid
Seth Pederson
Shannon and Cindy Stickles
Shannon Joy

Stacey Minster
Steven L Schmidt
Susan F Boucher in Memory of Gary W Boucher
The Boydston Family
The Brittain Family
The Coddington Family
The Dougherty's
The Elphingstones
The English Family
The Heiman Family - THANK YOU and Nik for stepping up to SHAVE! Your family is the best! In Honor Of All the kids out there fighting cancer! Thank you!
The Keys Family
The Knight Family
The Kreidls Think Thian Is Awesome!
The Panunzio/Gulas Clan
The Riedel Family in Honor of Klaus H.
The Sundstrom Family
Theodore Family
Uncle Jim & Aunt Linda
Wilhelm Estes
William & Mary E Dawson
Your buddy Klaus Dragon and Family. In Honor Of all the kids fighting cancer! Thank you--you are always A #1 Dragon Warrior!
Your buddy Klaus Dragon and Family. In Honor Of all the kids out there fighting cancer! Thank you!
Your buddy Klaus Dragon and Family. In Honor Of all the kids out there fighting cancer! Thank you--you are always A #1 Dragon Warrior!
Your buddy Klaus Dragon and Family. Thanks for all your support over so many years. xo In Honor Of All the kids out there fighting cancer! You are an A+ #1 Dragon Warrior! Thanks for going our team and shaving.
Zack & Anna
Thank You

Robert Arceci Memorial Fund 2016

$250–$499
Anonymous
Geetha F Pinto
Gregory Halligan Md
Kathleen Ruddy

$1–$99
Daniel C West Md
Thank You

Robert Arceci Memorial Fund 2015

$10,000–$24,999
Anonymous
Diana Shipping, Inc. and Simon Palios

$1,000–$2,499
Aristidis Efstathiou
Hadley Boyd & John Parachini
Mr. Constantinos & Mrs. Silvina Krontiras
Mr. Filippos Efstathiou
Ms. Kathleen Ruddy in Memory of Dr. Robert J. Arceci
Ms. Semiramis Paliou
Nikolas & Ioanna Manos
William G Woods Md in Memory of Robert J Arceci, Md

$500–$999
Anonymous
Anonymous in Memory of Robert J Arceci, Md
American Society of Pediatric Hematology Oncology
In Memory Of Dr. Robert J Arceci, MD
Anonymous
Christos & Annie Efstathiou
Deborah Marquez
John Raskin in Honor of John Arceci
Ms. Kathleen Ruddy

$250–$499
Baylor College of Medicine Center for Cell and Gene Therapy in memory of Dr. Robert Arceci
Dr. Holcombe E. Grier in Memory of Robert Arceci, Md
From a grateful family, in honor of Bob and all the docs who have devoted their lives to ending childhood cancer
Ken Cohen
Mr. Joe Bartlett in Memory of Dr. Bob Arceci
Mr. P. P. Apostolides
Uncle Andrew in Honor of Sam Wheeldon
Uncle Andrew in Honor of Stan Wheeldon

$100–$249
Anonymous
Anonymous in Honor of Sam Wheeldon
Becky Chapman Weaver
Becky Chapman Weaver, in Memory of a Great Man
Bill Coffing in Memory of Matt Fleming
Brenden and Family in Honor of Sam Wheeldon
Daniel and Ann Von Hoff
Dominick & Joyce Arceci in Memory of Dr. Robert J Arceci, Md
Dr. and Mrs. David A. Vogel in Memory of Dr. Robert Arceci
Dr. and Mrs. David A. Vogel
Dr. Jeffrey M. Lipton in Honor of Dr. Bob Arceci
Dr. Peter Newburger
Dr. Vikramjit S. Kanwar
Franklin O. Smith III
Friends of Chevis
Helen M. Riley in Memory of Bob Arceci
Jean and Lawrence Murphy in Memory of Dr. Robert Arceci
Jeanne S. Gerrity
Jeffrey Huo, MD PhD in Memory of Dr. Robert J Arceci, Md
Jeneane Sullivan
John & Eva Garcia
Leonard and Mary Anne Ferrantino in Memory of Dr. Robert Arceci
Luke, Sammi & Jessica
Lynn and Nancy Fischer in Honor of Garrett Dunham
Marie & David Urquhart in Memory of Dr. Robert Arceci
Mark and Nancy Springer in Memory of Dr. Robert Arceci
Mark C. Bodanza in Memory of Dr. Robert Arceci
Mary-Jane S Hogan Md in Memory of Robert Arceci, Md
Mr. Craig A Larsen
Mr. Robert J Santini in Honor of Dr. Robert J Arceci
Mr. William P Arndt
Mrs. Amalia Pisante in Honor of Eustathieiou Family
Mrs. Gricelda Azorsa in Memory of Mrs. Fermina Medina
Mrs. Lea Lundy in Honor of Mr. Sam Wheeldon

St. Baldrick's Foundation
Conquer Childhood Cancers